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QBS 
 
1- ELite- Dak @ WAS 

- 8.6/7.3, Implied: 26.5, WAS- 16 AFPA 15.4pg, 13 DVOA to pass 
- Dak has been on fire, in last 4 plus matchups he has had at least 

22 pts 
- Rushing for avg of 3.5 carries and 20+ yds, with 75% 

adjcompletion rate 
- Like the total, competitive game, don’t like the pass def and 

return of Josh Norman 
- WAS pass d is above avg, especially against the WR, but they 

are in trouble with the TE and the pass catching backs, allowing 
24 ppg total  

- You have to think that Dak has one of the safest floors out there 
with the rushing and productivity of offense 

 
2- Pivot City- Carson Wentz v SF 

- 7.9/7.2, IMplied 30, SF 26 in AFPA, 30 DVOA to pass  
- The Wentz is too damn Cheap…  
- It’s ridiculous, it’s impossible not to like Wentz here, seeing 

what Dak just did against this team, 3 total tds on only 25 atts, 
one rush, Kirk had 3 TDS too, if we get the NFC East 3TD trifecta. 
That’s pretty special. Eli will fail, however, retire, pal.  

- They will have no problem moving the ball, and the heaviest 
favorite on the slate 

3- Pivot Again- Kirk v DAL 
- 7.8/6.4, Implied 24, DAL 27 in AFPA, 19.3, 20th in DVOA to Pass 
- In 2016 Kirk threw the ball against this team 99 times in two 

games, for 69 completions, NICE. 4 TDS. Been scoring an 
average of 23 pts/game, Vegas has them about right here 

- You have to think that if WAS has a chance here it will be bc Kirk 
is making plays, like Dak more than 20 Fpts in last 3 games, 
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- Killing it on the ground too- 14 atts 82 yards and TD 
- DAL def is not good against decent offenses-- 42 to DEN, 35 to 

LAR and Packers 
- The thing I like best is that Jordan reed is finally healthy - finally 

played a majority of snaps 54/74, alomgside Vern who also saw 
48, instant offense 12/12 on tgts for 130 yds and 2tds between 
them, plus Chris thompson, there are so many weapons here 

- Healthy Rob Kelley too, FWIW 
 
4- Value- Andy Dalton v INDY 

- 7.6/5.7, IMplied- 25.8, INDY 28 in AFPA, 20ppg, 30 DVOA to Pass 
- Red Rocket in a good spot to bounce back here, hard to project 

him lately but he’s had a tough schedule thus far-- only plus 
matchups have been GB and CLE- had 16 and 28 in those games 

- INdy allowing most points and 310+ payds per game most in the 
league and just lost Rashaan Melvin and Malik Hooker on back 
end of the secondary  

- Here’s what’s really reassuring, INDY has a pretty mediocre pass 
rush, only 5.7% which is good considering that the Cinci oline 
has been a problem, allowing way more than that 

 
Honorable Mention: Matt Ryan, Jameis Winston/Cam 

- Matt Ryan is due for some progression but we’ve seen some 
issues with Sark’s playcalling on First down see @sharpfootball 
for more but NYJ don’t rank higher than 25 in DVOA or AFPA 

- Cam v TB is hard for me to like, I don’t trust him, I like the 
matchup. Rushing floor is there and this is the same matchup on 
paper as NE, but inside the division is a problem. Road Dogs in 
the Division have struggled, Cam has. And he’s missing two 
starting OLinemen. 

- Winston has the worse matchup on the reverse side but he’s 
been killing it lately. 53% success rate is highest amongst all 
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passers, over 300 yards in 4 games, and Carolina is allowing 
27th highest passer rating.  

RBs 
1- Eat the Chalk- Leveon Bell @DET 

- 9.4/9.3, DET 22 in AFPA, 12 in DVOA v Run, ALLOWING 147 
TY/game 

- There’s no reason to even question the volume and the PITT 
Oline currently 8th in the league, DET allowing 4.3 ADJ line 
yards 

- We saw ingram and Kamara combine for 250 yards on 42 
touches after Ngata went down...I 

- PITT top 5 in run rate in RZ, build around him  
 
2- Pivot City- Melvin Gordon @ NE 

- 7.9/8.1, NE 24 in AFPA, 26 in DVOA v run, 158.9 TY/Game 
- Gordon since they went on this run- 26, 34, 19 touches 
- Have to like the matchup here, he will stay on the field in all 

situations too bc he is the passing down back, Same number of 
targets as Lev Bell and elite RZ volume 81% of teams attempts 
there and 77% inside 10, that’s right behind Zeke and Bell 

- He’s 3rd in AO according to Scott Barrett 
- NE line allowing 4.83 ADJ line yards more than LAC are earning 

which helps the rushing 
- NE has been better lately, haven’t allowed more than 20 points in 

3 straight games, so it’s a concern 
 
LeSean McCoy v OAK 

-  8.4/8.7, OAK 16 in AFPA, 20 in DVOA to run, 157 TY/Game 
- 3rd most TGTs per game and seeing 16 tgts in last two games, 

without the bye week he would be ahead of Gordon and Bell in 
TGT as bellcow back 

- He’s 4th in AO, according to Scott Barrett 
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- What’s nice here is OAK Dline allows more ALY than Bills earn, 
so he should get a bump there  

- We saw Gordon, similar back destroy this team 150 yards and 
two rec tds 

 
 
SIDE NOTE: Zeke/Freeman 

- Zeke has one of the best line matchups out there, the Skins line 
allowing over 4.5 adjlineyds, same as Cowboys, RZ volume is 
there, hard not to like him. Never cracked 100 RuYds against 
Was but he’s had over 4 ypc and a TD in both matchups. 

- The ATL rush game is filthy, very consistent in success rate and 
4.6 ALY. Freeman should be involved in positive game script on 
the road, we saw that in DET. 

 
3- Pivot Again- Jordan Howard 

- 6.9/6.8, NO 26 in AFPA, 16 in DVOA to run, 156 TY/Game  
- The world goes to Ingram (good reason) and you pivot to 

Howard.  
- This isn’t a time share - Howard has the majority of snaps on 

lock, at least 21 touches per game with 56% touch rate on his 
snaps, which is only second to Fournette 

- Bears still hammer the run, even when trailing, and Howard has 
83% of teams touches inside the 5, tied with Zeke 

- Thing you worry about here is Bears only run 5 RZ plays per 
game, can you invest in a player who may not get to the RZ? 

 
Mark Ingram 

- 7.2/7.4, 16 in AFPA, 16 in DVOA, 123 TY/Game 
- Ingram will see the redzone-- 10 trips per game, 56 touches in 

last two weeks 
- We know the volume is there and offense at home, not much 

else to think about here, he’s a pretty good spot 
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- Bears don’t allow a lot of production to backs because of the 
slow pace but 4.3 aly, while NO line just feasts 4.9 yards, that 
combines for second most CLY. That’s why he’s average 4.4 ypc 
and 5 ypt 

 
3- Value 
Joe Mixon v Indy 

- I think it could be a big week for mixon but I’m nervous, not 
gonna lie 

- Apparently he complained after the Steelers game and Coach 
Lewis was not pleased, told him to grow up 

- He’s seen two weeks with 20 touches, GB and CLE and last 
week only had 10 

- He’s got the ability to pop here, and INDY rush d is 21 in DVOA 
and 32 to pass catching backs, 31 in AFPA, which may make 
GIO the play here 

 
Chris Thompson v DAL 

- Thompson leading this team in snaps and Dallas has been 
gashed by backs catching the ball, 30th in DVOA and 24th in 
AFPA 

- Thompson has over 100 yds in both plus matchups at home, he 
struggled with PHI, to be expected, they are great against the 
run 

 
Blount/Smallwood v SF 

- The Niners have allowed a TON of produciton to RBs and are 32 
in AFPA by a wide margin 

- They really have struggled with pass catching backs too 
- Here’s the bad news-- they both played 25 snaps-- blount gets 

the carries, Smallwood the passing work 
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Matt Forte v ATL 
- Atlanta is hemoraghing produciton to Backs, allwoing 4.7 aly per 

carry, Jets are pretty average offense, but scoring about 20 ppg, 
running the ball inside the rz 40% of the time 

- Forte has 13 targets in the last two weeks and 29 total touches 
- You can’t do this except for a little  

 
Dion Lewis v LAC 

- Chargers have been slashed by backs for nearly 5YPC and we 
know that Lewis seeing more and more snaps, lead all backs in 
snaps last week with 26, outtotuched GIL in two stragith weeks  

-  Popped off a big run too, 26 yarder and totaled 76 yards, most 
of all the backs 

- What you like is that possibility that he pops one, he is most 
likely to do so in this backfield, and it’s worth noting- part of 
what the Pats  are doing is slowing down the game- running 
more and passing less in last three weeks, Brady is trying to 
control the clock 

 
WR 
1- Eat the Chalk 

- AB @DET 
- No one can guard this man, don’t let the shadow of slay 

bother you, we know that he moves around the formation 
quite a bit so Slay will miss him on a few 

- Second in the league in AO behind Bell, DET has been 
solid against the pass this year, but he’s always in play 

- AJ @Indy 
- INdy is 30 in DVOA and 29 in AFPA to the WR 
- AJ in any type of plus matchup this year has smashed-- tds 

in each of his last 3 games, before the Pitt game 
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- You have to love this matchup here, and the volume should 
be safe 

- Julio @NYJ 
- If we know that Julio would get 13 targets from here on out, 

it would be hard to fade him any week, he would be in AB 
territory, and saw 4 RZ tgts last and any game where Julio 
has seen more than 1 RZ targets he has a touchdown in 
last two years. 

- How does Dan quinn not know that!? 
- Mike Evans v CAR 

- Mike Evans just about 10 tgts per game, nearly 100 ypg, 
and getting at least 1 RZ tgt per game in last 4 games 

- Winston knows where he is and they are 24 in DVOA to 
WR1 

- Last year against CAR he had TD in both games with at 
least 17 DK points 

- I don;t think the CAR pass d is that good, michael thomas 
had a game, Alshon went for 71 yds, Hogan had 60 and 
touchdown 

2- Pivot City 
- Alshon vSF 

- Alshon leads his team in TGT and has more airyards than 
Agholor, just hasnt gotten the TDs 

- SF 18th in afpa to WR, but we saw Hilton gash them, as 
well as Dez 

- If he gets the RZ work, i like his chances to score, worry 
you have is really the gamescript, if they are dominating he 
could just see fewer snaps, happened against ARI 

- Micahel Thomas v CHI 
- Bears are 25 in DVOA to WR1, while they are pretty solid in 

AFPA, we’ve seen NO1’s do well 
- AB had a nice game agaisnt them, as did all the packers 

and Mike Evans 
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- This is the first real challenge that they will face in a couple 
weeks 

- Saints will hammer the run, no doubt but thomas 24% of 
teams TGTs and if this is close, you have to like his 
chances 

- Keenan Allen @NE 
- Number two in overall targets, seeing about 10 tgts per 

game and will face a NE def that allows plenty of 
produciton to WRs 

- We saw Sanu go for 6/65 underneath this defense last week  
- He will go up against Eric Rowe, allowing .4 pts per route, 

one of the worst in the league 
- DTHomas v KC 

- Speaking of amtchups, DT will get Terrence mitchell, we 
know that has been an excellent mathcup to exploit, AB 
just did it last week 

- KC is 31 in AFPA to the position 
- DT has been up and down anywhere between 5 and 14 tgts, 

but the Broncos are road dogs here and will have to throw, 
the issue is siemian, he’s been bad 3 INTs in last 2 games 
and target distance has been dropping steadily, not sure 
what to make of it 

- Cooper/Crabtree v BUF 
- Cooper 58 tgts and 29 receptions, 3 TDs 
- Crabtree 41 tgts, 28 receptions, 6 tds 
- Same ADOT 
- If Crabtree get tredavious white he has the dream matchup 

here  
3- Value 

- Jamison Crowder v DAL 
- Mohamed Sanu v NJY 
- Brandon LaFell  
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TE 

- Jordan Reed v DAL 
- Jason Witten v WASH 
- Hunter Henry v NE 
- Nick OLeary 

 
DST 
1- High 

- Seahawks 
 
2- Low 

- Bengals 
K 
 
Will Lutz 
Randy Bullock 
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